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SMART CITIES IN THE GCC
SMART TRANSPORT & SMART LIGHTING

The Middle East is proving to be a fertile ground
for Smart Cities, especially in the six countries of
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). Two evolving
verticals—smart transport and smart lighting—
are key drivers of the rapidly-growing Internet
of Things worldwide, and are beginning to make
a difference in the GCC as well .

INTRODUCTION
Smart Cities take root in the GCC, with potential to
reshape government-citizen relations
The six Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries are embracing the smartcity framework to address their urban challenges. The GCC is one of the most
urbanized regions of the world. A decade and a half of a booming oil and gas
industry has provided resources for urban modernization to governments across
the region. But the spectre of the current lower oil prices continuing into the
future has created a sense of urgency. GCC countries are looking at ways to
become more efficient and diversify their economies away from oil dependency.
Smart-city technology is an important aspect of this new journey.
Smart City means, in short, the application of information technologies to
manage urban infrastructure, digitizing urban services and giving policy makers
and utility managers the ability to make decisions and execute planning based
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on real-time data analytics.
The urban problems in the GCC are many. Transportation is perhaps the most
acute. Thanks to cheap, subsidized gas GCC cities all have serious traffic
congestion. Car accidents also represent an important cause of death. In
Saudi Arabia in particular deaths from car accidents are among the highest
in the world at 27.4 per 100,000 inhabitants, according to the World Health
Organization (WHO, 2015).

Urbanization in the GCC
Country

Urban Population (%)

Qatar

98.8

Kuwait

98.3

Bahrain

88.8

UAE

84.4

Saudi Arabia

82.3

Oman

73.4

Source: United Nations Population Division (2011)
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Executive Summary continued...
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In 2018, Riyadh plans to launch its
new metro, soon to be the largest
metro system in the Middle East.
The Municipality of Riyadh is also
developing an all-encompassing
Smart City Master Plan.
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Source: TechPolis, with data from World Health Organization (2015). WHO,
“Deaths on the roads: Based on the WHO Global Status Report on Road Safety 2015”.

Most countries in the GCC are now

transformed a problem—oil reserves

frameworks and the private sector

setting the pace for governance

reducing gasoline subsidies, taking

drying up soon—into a solution for

must meet them halfway.

that is responsive and accountable

advantage of lower petroleum

its future, accelerating its economic

prices to reduce road accidents.

diversification and acquiring a

Dubai has worked hard to define its

technology, combined with high

But much more must be done to

leadership position in trade, services

policy framework, and in 2015 created

utilization of smartphones connected

save lives; technologies associated

and technology. In regard to smart

the Smart Dubai Office (SDO), an

to mobile broadband, make these

with smart cities such as intelligent

cities, Dubai put in place an ambitious

institutional organization which is

new possibilities highly achievable.

transportation systems (ITS), e-Call

plan to become “the smartest city in

part of the Emirate’s government,

and smart lighting for roads can make

the world.”

to centrally manage all smart city

However the two most salient aspects

a big difference.

initiatives. Dubai also issued an

of smart cities in the GCC are the

Riyadh has similarly stepped up its

Open Data Law classifying data for

central role which mobile operators

Buildings are also major energy

urban planning efforts and expenditure.

public and private usage. Riyadh is

play and the importance of data

consumers. Across the region,

In 2018, Riyadh plans to launch its

currently working on its legal and

analytics. In Dubai, UAE’s second

developers and local governments

new metro, which is soon to be the

regulatory framework.

operator du has an agreement

are embracing smart buildings

largest metro system in the Middle

in which smart lighting is a key

East. The Municipality of Riyadh is also

Smart city experiments in the GCC

intelligent connectivity to the

component, with benefits spreading

developing an all-encompassing Smart

are already playing an important role

smart-city initiative, including

well beyond energy savings to include

City Master Plan.

in reshaping the relationship between

sensors, a wireless network, and data

governments and citizens, creating

center capabilities. In Riyadh, STC

For smart-city projects to succeed,

new digital mechanisms responsive

is well positioned to play the same

This report focuses mainly on

public-private partnerships are a

to citizens’ inquiries and encouraging

role. But it is data analytics that

two large GCC cities: Dubai (2.5m

must and this is true anywhere in the

municipal bureaucracies to reform

could deliver the best results for GCC

people) and Riyadh (6.7m). Dubai

world. Governments must take the

and become more accountable and

cities, driving intelligence into urban

is the Middle East’s pioneer in

initiative, show they are willing to put

responsive. The promise of these

management on a scale to put the

modernisation, including smart

money where their mouths are, and

experiments goes well beyond using

region at the cutting edge of global

city technologies. The Emirate

set up proper legal and regulatory

technology for urban management,

innovation.

building security.
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Smartphone and Mobile Broadband Adoption
in the GCC (Q3 2016)

to citizens. The rapid evolution of

with Smart Dubai Office to provide
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Source: TechPolis, with data from GSMA Intelligence (Q3 2016).
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SMART CITIES
in the GCC
Dubai, Riyadh, Abu Dhabi and
Qatar leading the way
Dubai’s well-publicized drive to

Covering 10 Middle Eastern cities the

The Smart Dubai Office, the cabinet-

that is now installed at over 500

place most convenient for them. The

departments, private organizations,

become the world’s smartest city

report, The Gulf States Smart City

level agency charged with bringing

government and private sector

Dubai Now platform is available on

investors, residents and visitors.

received some encouraging signs in

Index, was undertaken by research

Dubai Ruler and Prime Minister of the

customer interaction touch points

most digital channels, including: mobile

Sheikh Mohammed said of it: ‘’Our

October 2016.

firm Navigant and commissioned by

UAE, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid

throughout the city. The Happiness

phones, wearable devices, websites,

aim is not to have the most data, but

Chinese telecoms vendor Huawei.

Al Maktoum’s smart-city vision to

Meter is expanding its data collection

smart kiosks, and audio channels.

to unleash the greatest value from

First there was the publication of an

The study found the foundation laid

fruition, has united 55 public and

and insights capability with new

independent report naming it the

by Dubai’s leaders and the Smart

private sector partners to produce

customer engagement and feedback

The Dubai Data Establishment,

top smart city in the Middle East,

Dubai Office provides an excellent

more than 300 innovative smart-city

tools, as part of a comprehensive

which is a department of the Smart

and then there was an inspiring

basis for a range of innovations with

solutions which are already improving

roadmap to implement an extended

Dubai Office, launched the Dubai

Another key component of the Dubai

display of what the Smart Dubai

a significant impact on the city’s

the lives of Dubai residents today.

product suite for the Happiness Meter.

Data Initiative which was decreed

smart-city plan is the Smart Dubai

project had achieved and was

operations and quality of life.

by 2015’s Dubai Data Law. It is

Platform. The platform will be the

data, creating new opportunities and
improved experiences for all.”

Unique to Dubai, there is particular

Another focus is on the Dubai Now

a comprehensive city-wide data

central operating system for Dubai,

Information Technology Exhibition

The study noted the Smart Dubai

focus on the Happiness Agenda

Platform, the first unified hub for city

initiative guiding the opening and

enabling seamless access to city

(GITEX 2016), the most important

roadmap has targeted the delivery

adopted by Sheikh Mohammed earlier

services, meeting the daily needs of

sharing of all city data across the

services and data by all individuals

Middle East technology trade show.

of 1,000 services by 2017 across 100

in 2016 with a scientific approach to

Dubai residents with access to more

public and private sectors. Dubai

and both public and private sector

Thirdly the Smart Dubai Office signed

initiatives. As of September 2016,

measuring and impacting people’s

than 55 smart services provided by

Data is intended to stimulate a new

bodies. The platform will unify

an agreement with mobile operator

it had documented more than 500

happiness. The government also

24 government and private agencies.

data economy for the city, unlocking

citywide physical infrastructure,

du defining it as the main strategic

current and planned smart services

launched the Happiness Meter, the real-

It enables customers to access city

opportunities and ultimately enriching

aggregate and integrate open and

partner for the emirate’s smart-city

and initiatives, of which 150 had

time customer happiness measurement

services and conduct transactions

the quality of life for all Dubai

shared data, facilitate enabling

initiative.

been completed.

tool, launched during GITEX 2014,

(including payments) at the time and

stakeholders, including government

services, such as digital IDs and

working towards at the annual Gulf

6

Dubai’s Central Traffic Control Centre is at the heart of smart city traffic management
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Smart Cities in the GCC continued...

payments, and support the delivery of

Data Establishment (DDE) which also

partner for the development of the

smart applications across the city.

falls under the SDO, was created in

smart-city initiative in Dubai. This

January 2016. Its Executive Director

is the first time a wireless operator

A recently-launched venture is

is Younus Al Nasser, the Deputy

will play an all-encompassing role

the Saad Service, one of a new

Director General of the SDO.

in making a big city smarter. du will

generation of services aimed at

leverage some of its existing core

simplifying government processes

With the SDO now running at full

assets, and add to them to deliver

for customers. Powered by IBM’s

speed, and with new initiatives and

state of the art support for Dubai

cognitive computing system

services being announced on pretty

Smart City. Its mobile network

“Watson”, it relies on artificial

much a daily basis from both the

will add sensor networks to it, in

intelligence to provide an official and

public and private sectors, it is tightly

partnership with both the LORA

reliable answer to those who want to

focused on making Dubai the world’s

Alliance and Vodafone M2M. Its data

start commercial activities in Dubai

smartest city and making Dubai

centers will evolve and adapt to the

or invest in projects. Benefiting

World Expo 2020 the smartest major

cloud-based needs of all projects and

from natural language processing,

event ever.

partners of the smart-city initiatives.

the procedures, steps, required

And in a recent important

More important is the monetization

documents and other actions

development, Smart Dubai Office

mechanism chosen to fund and

necessary to start a new investment

and mobile operator du signed a

reward the du-SDO partnership:

in Dubai with simple, clear and

comprehensive agreement through

monetization of data analytics for the

reliable instructions.

which du will be the central strategic

government and third parties.

Saad can walk clients through

Wesam Lootah, CEO of the Smart
Dubai Government Establishment,

Smart Cities in the GCC: Strategy X Execution

also part of the Smart Dubai Office
(SD), said: “Cognitive computing is
the future of technology. Supported

FOLLOWERS

by new machine learning technology,

CHALLENGERS

CONTENDERS

LEADERS

Saad is powering opportunities for
enriched customer engagement and

Dubai

efficient mining of big data that can
accelerate innovation and enhance
Abu Dhabi

decision making for customers,
businesses and city leaders. Cognitive
more seamless, safe, efficient and
impactful in line with the vision of
Smart Dubai.”

Doha

Execution

computing will make city experiences

Booming downtown Dubai, heart of arguably the smartest city in the world.

Manama

Sharjah
Muscat
Yanbu

Riyadh
Jeddah

A new legal framework has emerged
with SDO on top of all other
government departments when it

Kuwait City

comes to smart projects, coordinating
the actions of 11 departments and
agencies in order to maximize the
whole initiative’s resources and
impact. A new department, the Dubai

Strategy

“Our aim is not to have the most data, but to
unleash the greatest value from data, creating
new opportunities and improved experiences for
all.” Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Ruler of Dubai and Prime Minister of the UAE

Source: Navigant Research (2016)
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Riyadh takes its own route
There has been a different

public spending to private-sector

plan can have enormous regulatory

development path in Riyadh. The

investment. Government investments

powers and be backed up by local

single major challenge faced today by

will continue but will shift from

legislation. Second, at the regional

Riyadh’s smart-city initiative is how to

subsidizing social and economic

level, Gulf Cooperation Council

bring various individual projects and

inputs (water, electricity, gas prices)

standards and agreements can

verticals into a common policy and

to improve infrastructure and attract

also affect the development of

technical framework. Saudi Arabia

private investment. HCRD’s $5.6 bn

smart-city projects across GCC

has had multiple “smart city” projects

planned investment to make Riyadh

member countries.

for at least a decade now.

a smart city fits into this picture.
Transportation is a major priority.

In transportation, the Riyadh-based

The Smart City development line in

Gulf Standard Organization’s (GSO)

Riyadh and Saudi Arabia as a whole

upcoming standard for connected

has so far been very different from

and autonomous cars will influence

that of Dubai. There is no single

smart transport developments in

“vision” driving the process, but

Riyadh and the entire region.

rather different entities involved in
owning, developing and managing of

The evidence from the debate over

individual “smart districts” and smart

smart cities in Saudi Arabia over the

projects, even those within a similar

last 10 years is that a local definition

vertical. But this is about to change.

for smart city is still evolving.
The concept of smart city has

The Mayor of Riyadh, Ibrahim Al-

been equated in Saudi Arabia to

Sultan, hopes to bring central

any urban project that leverages

coordination to these numerous smart

Riyadh’s modernizing mayor, Ibrahim Al-Sultan

ICT technologies.

projects. The ArRiyadh Development

There are two main
sources of smartcity regulation in
Riyadh. First, at
the local level, the
city is preparing a
Smart City Master
Plan. Second, the
Gulf Standards
Organization (GSO),
whose upcoming
connected and
autonomous car
standard will affect
not only Riyadh, but
also the entire GCC.

The Riyadh Municipality has its finger in a number of pies.
However, there are large smart projects in Riyadh which do not fall
under the direct scope of the municipal government, including the
largest project of all, the King Abdullah Financial District (KAFD),
which is owned by the PPA (Public Pension Fund) and managed by
its affiliate the Al Ra’idah Investment Company.

Smart City inside a city: Riyadh’s KAFD

This $11.6 bn project was planned as a 34-building
complex in a 1.6 million square meter site when the foundation
stone was laid by the late King Abdulla in 2006, but now already
has 112 buildings with more planned. One of the biggest is
a 385 metre tall tower which is home to the Capital Markets
Authority and the Saudi Stock Exchange. As well as office and
residential buildings, KAFD has a number of educational and
recreational facilities including Al-Wadi Park, the Aquarium, the
Conference Center, the Built Environment Museum, the Earth
Climate Center, the Science Museum, the Relaxation Health Club
and the Interactive Children’s Museum. The new metro will serve

Authority (ADA), the executive arm

Until now aspects highlighted

the district, there is a Skytrain monorail within the district and

of the High Commission for Riyadh

Riyadh’s metro is planned to open in

elsewhere such as leadership,

all buildings are connected via a first-storey walkway. Free WiFi

Development (HCRD), is working on a

2018. Intelligent road transportation

governance, regulatory framework,

access throughout is planned.

common vision and plan to make the

systems are being implemented.

data privacy and security, open data

city smarter.

Smart lighting projects are a part

and inter-operability have been

of various road projects in the city

neglected. The current work on the

funded by the Ministry of Transport.

Smart City Master Plan offers an

This is happening in a context of
significant challenges in Saudi

10

King Abdullah Financial District

opportunity to look at Smart City

Arabia. Low oil prices have ignited

There are two main sources of smart-

Riyadh from a broader prospective

a new economic plan focused

city regulation in Riyadh. First, at

and redefine the meaning of smart

on modernizing the economy,

the local level, the city is preparing

city in Saudi Arabia, starting with the

shifting the model from reliance on

a Smart City Master Plan. A master

country’s capital Riyadh.
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Looking ahead to 2030

Back in Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed has

Minister. du’s Chairman, Ahmad

and more); and digitalization of Arab

The eight accelerators, which work

Dubai Municipality: Test automated,

established a very forward-looking

Abdullah Bin Bayat, is also a member

heritage sites, among others.

in collaboration with government

recycled, and nature-inspired building

body, the Dubai Future Foundation,

of the Board of Trustees.

departments, focus on education,

systems that use 3x less energy

with its sights set on how Dubai will

Its most recent initiative, officially

health, infrastructure, transportation,

and CO2 and are 5x more effecient

be in 2030. An autonomous body,

The Foundation already has a large

launched in September 2016, is the

security, energy and finance,

(including robotics, automation,

its initial targets include things like

number of projects. The original

$270 million Future Accelerators

respectively. The seven government

bacteriological, mycology, algae,

25% of the content of all buildings

Museum of the Future is a futuristic

programme designed to make the

departments that have set out the

biomimicry, regenerative systems,

to be 3D printed and 25% of all

bricks-and-mortar project being built

city an innovation hub. The scheme

challenges and opportunities for

sand-based 3D printing materials,

transportation journeys to be fully

in the Emirates Tower neighborhood of

pairs government departments

applicants are:

and others)

Dubai. Large parts of the building will

with innovative companies to find

be 3D printed, and it is scheduled for

solutions to challenges of the 21st

Roads and Transport Authority:

Dubai Health Authority: Harness

inauguration in 2018.

century, and is headquartered in a

Prototype automated transportation

Dubai’s remarkable genetic diversity

22,000-square-foot building. The

systems that cut congestion by 20%

to enhance diagnostic speed and

autonomous by then. Launched in
August 2015, first as a Foundation

The distinctly futuristic Museum of the Future

for the Museum of the Future,
the Foundation was renamed in
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A recently-launched
venture is the Saad Service.
Powered by IBM’s cognitive
super computing system
“Watson”, it relies on
artificial intelligence to
provide an official and
reliable answer to those
who want to start a business
in Dubai.

2016 and received AED 1 billion

Director of the Board of Trustees

Other projects include the Drones

headquarters features offices,

and reduce CO2 emissions by 30%

effectiveness by a factor of 10 (using

(US$275 million) to finance projects.

is Mohammed Al Gergawi, Minister

for Good/AI and Robotics Awards,

conference rooms, communal

across all modes.

genomics, analytics, telepresence and

While the SDO takes care of the

of Cabinet Affairs and the Future

which from now on will be managed

workspace, specialised labs and

immediate tasks, the Foundation

for the UAE. Two dynamic and

by the Foundation; the International

halls for events and workshops. The

Dubai Police: Test integrated

looks longer term.

trusted executives run the day to day

Blockchain Council; a web portal

building also includes the first branch

behavioral, genetic and biological

Knowledge and Human Development

operations—Saif Al Aleeli, Executive

named Mostaqbal, publishing

outside the U.S. of the 1776 Startup

systems for identifying, tracking

Authority: Prototype 21st century

The Chairman of the Foundation

Director and member of the Board;

scientific knowledge in Arabic;

Incubator, which offers training

and sharing information on criminals

assessment systems and personalized

is Sheikh Mohammed’s son, Crown

and Dr. Noah Raford, Chief Operating

future sports games (driverless car

and investment opportunities to

that are 10x more accurate and 10x

learning solutions that work across

Prince Hamdan, and the Managing

Officer and Advisor to the Prime

racing, robotics soccer, drones race

entrepreneurs.

more efficient.

curriculums to offer 5x greater

personalized medicine).
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Looking ahead to 2030 continued...

flexibility, 2x lower cost, and 10x

transportation system; Next Future

better learning outcomes (with

Transportation, specialising in

an emphasis on Arabic language

mass-transit solutions and self-

education, STEAM, wellbeing, coding,

driving vehicles; Concensys, the

and other disciplines).

world’s largest software provider
for app developers and Blockchain

Dubai Holding: Deploy digital

companies; Construction Robotics,

solutions across the hospitality,

specialising in construction solutions

food and beverage, and real estate

that increase productivity five-fold;

sectors that reduce paperwork and

and Honeywell, the Fortune 100

the need for human intervention by

company working on developing

a factor of 10, increase transaction

advanced digital systems for the

speeds by a factor of 20 and increase

healthcare sector.

customer engagement by an order
of magnitude (including Blockchain,
digital personalization, robotics,

First of its kind: bank NBD has ATMs but no staff

augmented and virtual reality).

“Through this initiative, the UAE is

Mohammed Al Gergawi, managing
Dubai Electricity and Water

relies on virtual reality and artificial

director of Dubai Future Foundation.

Authority: Reduce water and energy

intelligence. The branch is the first

“These accelerators will now adhere

consumption by a factor of 10 and

in the world to operate without

to the government’s agenda and

increase production and distribution

employees, and has spaces to be

strategies, and serve as a catalyst

efficiency through the use of

used for workshops and hackathons

to research and development within

renewables, intelligent & automated

pertaining to FinTech.

the most strategic sectors, such as

other means.

transportation, and energy. They

applicants have been selected to

will provide a global platform to

Also taking part is the first branch

participate in the program. The list

develop new and innovative solutions

of Emirates NBD, a prototype

of finalists includes Hyperloop One,

to the most pressing challenges

for the bank of the future, which

which is developing an ultra-fast

facing society.”

Digital Transformation Milestones in Dubai
Dubai e-government
department

Dubai e-government
initiative

2009

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

A clear and transparent governance
structure for Smart City within the
governing municipality
Upfront definition of key data
policies regarding security, privacy and
information ownership
Open data policy allowing entrepreneurs
to use data collected by the city to
develop new services and applications
Inter-operability, making sure data
becomes available and manageable across
verticals to enable big data analytics
Making ICT and IoT infrastructure
available to both government and private
sector users
Scalable smart city infrastructure so it
can grow to meet future needs
All technology platforms open to avoid
vendor lock-in
Selection of technology partners with
real-world experience which are willing
and able to invest and to provide
innovation capacity

of a policy framework to break open the silos
in which government agencies keep their data
private from the general public and other
government agencies. A major goal was to
adopt big-data analytics to improve government
performance and open data to developers able
to make good use of it.
Following a year of hard work, a new
Open Data Law was drafted and became
publicly available when it was published in
the Dubai government Gazette of December
27, 2015. The committee stopped being
involved at this stage and in March 2016 a
new department, the Dubai Data Establishment
(DDE) headed up by the Smart Dubai Office
Deputy Director General Younus Al Nasser,
took over responsibility for implementing the
law and formulating new data laws and policies
as necessary.
Among other things in the fairly detailed
law, objectives outlined included:

education, health, infrastructure,
Thirty companies from 2,274

2000

•

seeking to redefine the international
role of business accelerators,” said

systems, biological solutions and

Key success factors for smart-city development

Smart Dubai Executive
Committee

2013

Higher Committee for
the Implementation of
Dubai Smart City

2014

Open data
committee

Dubai Open
Data Law

2015

Dubai Future
Foundation

2016

Smart Dubai
Office

Success factor: Open Data—
Dubai’s Open Data Law
Dubai’s planners were quick to realise
that one of the most important foundation
stones for any truly smart city has to be making
the ever-increasing data being generated by
myriads of smart-city activities must be made
available to, and easily accessible by, everybody
in both the public and private sectors.
In December 2014, at a relatively early
stage in the smart-city project, Dubai Crown
Prince Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed Al
Maktoum announced the formation of the
Dubai Open Data Committee. Chaired by
RTA Technical CEO Abdulla Al Madani, the
committee also comprised top executives from
seven other key government agencies. The
committee was broadly charged with outlining
a strategy for Dubai’s open data policy, initially
through research and then through the creation

To manage Dubai Data based on clear
and specific methodology, consistent with
international best practices.
To achieve integration and consistency
between the services provided by the Federal
and Local Government authorities and local
traders.
To increase the efficiency of services
provided by Federal Government agencies and
Local Government entities in terms of service
quality, speed of completion, simplification of
procedures, and reducing operating costs.
To provide the necessary Data to nongovernmental organizations to support their
development and economic plans in the Emirate.
To achieve a balance between the process
of dissemination and exchange of Data, and
maintaining confidentiality and privacy.

Source: TechPolis elaboration leveraging inputs from Fadi Salem (2016), “A Smart City for Public Value”, Dubai School of Government.
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Looking ahead to 2030 continued...

While the Smart Dubai Office and

Blockchain technology is used to

The elimination of paper will make

Dubai Future Foundation are each

pull together the entire, highly-

government more efficient, with

pursuing their own objectives

fragmented, Dubai loyalty industry,

the creation of a digital layer for

there are areas of overlap and

so both citizens and tourists can

city transactions allied to new

collaboration. One of these is in

accumulate points for coming to town

business opportunities for the private

Blockchain technology in which

and using a wide variety of services.

sector. The initiative will cover

Dubai has become a world leader. The

real estate, banking, healthcare,

Future Foundation set up the Global

An announcement from Crown Prince

transportation, urban planning,

Blockchain Council and a council

Hamdan in early October last year

smart energy, digital commerce and

member, start-up company Loyyal, is

took Blockchain to another level

tourism. Users will only need to log

one of the participants in the Future

by committing Dubai to Blockchain

in their personal data or business

Accelerators program. But in a

SMART TRANSPORT
in the GCC

e-government. He said all government

credentials once, which will then

Dubai, Abu Dhabi, the UAE as a

involving interaction with the MOT, its

world-first Loyyal has been creating

documents should be created

be updated and verified in a timely

whole, Doha, Kuwait City, and several

district offices and other concerned

an “internet of loyalty” in Dubai, a

digitally and secured on Blockchain

manner through the Blockchain

Saudi Arabian cities including Riyadh,

stakeholders.

universal platform built for the loyalty

technology by 2020 as part of a

network in all government and

Jeddah, Mecca and Dharan all have

rewards industry on Blockchain

drive for the emirate to become an

private entities, including banks and

smart transport projects of one type or

The year following the publication of

international leader in e-government.

insurance companies.

another on the go, with Dubai having

the master plan, Schneider Electric,

the most varied and advanced in many

through its recently acquired ITS

respects thanks to its highly-structured

subsidiary Telvent, won a contract to

Smart City project. Over $21bn of

install its SmartMobility Road Suite

transport projects are forecast for

on King Abdullah Road in Riyadh.

the 2016-17 period in the UAE alone,

The first smart transportation system

according to John Greaves, chairman

to be implemented in Saudi Arabia,

of NATRANS Expo. Investment in

it manages interurban expressway

Dubai is driven by Expo 2020, while

traffic through a centralized

Abu Dhabi’s strategy is in line with its

platform. The system controls and

Surface Transport Master Plan.

manages the four tunnels and the

and smart-contact technology.

Driverless shuttle buses on trial in Dubai

entire range of field devices in place
Saudi Arabia realised the importance

along the expressway’s length of

of Intelligent Transportation Systems

6 km, increasing user safety and

(ITS) at a fairly early stage for the

security and improving infrastructure

Middle East, and in 2011 it published

maintenance. The solution also

a very-comprehensive, 111-page ITS

provides real-time information on

Deployment and Integration plan for

traffic conditions, which enables local

the kingdom.

authorities to respond rapidly in a
coordinated manner to any incidents

This document identified 61 projects

that may occur on the expressway,

for the Intelligent Transportation

in accordance with action plans that

System (ITS) Deployment and

are predetermined by the application.

Integration Plan for the Kingdom

Citizens, in turn, can also make use of

of Saudi Arabia. The projects are

this information in real time, gaining

located on the road network which

the capability to select the route that

falls under the responsibility of the

best suits their interests at any time.

Ministry of Transport (MOT). These

16

projects are defined through a

The Riyadh Metro is the biggest

comprehensive development process

transport project in the country
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(save for the North South Railway

The UAE and Dubai in particular have

Middle East, and Qualcomm’s having

Dubai took a major step towards

which runs from Riyadh to the

taken the lead in terms of electric

its Snapdragon chipsets currently

autonomous vehicles with the April,

north of the country). It involves 39

cars and charging stations, connected

installed in cars from around 20

2016 launch of its Dubai Autonomous

stations, including the two primary

cars, trials of driverless vehicles and

automakers, the prospects are bright.

Transportation Strategy, which

interchange stations, one in the

plans for rapid progress in these

center of Riyadh and another in the

areas. On an international scale the

On the electric car front, Dubai is

the total transportation in Dubai to

King Abdullah Financial District. The

largest mobile operators and top car

setting the pace with an emirate-wide

autonomous mode by 2030. The

Riyadh Metro is the first step in a

manufacturers are cooperating to

network of sophisticated charging

Dubai Autonomous Transportation

25-year strategic plan from the High

develop an IoT vertical for connected

stations now in place and a larger

Strategy is expected to save US$6

Commission for Riyadh Development

vehicles. This first came to the

range of electric cars becoming

billion in annual economic revenues

(HCRD) to accommodate a rapidly

Middle East in November 2015,

available all the time.

by reducing transportation costs,

Dubai has an extensive electric vehicle charging network

growing population. Considered one

when UAE mobile operator du went

of the world’s fastest growing cities,

into partnership with multinational

Apps providing a range of motoring

raising the productivity of individuals

Riyadh’s has a population of 6 million

operator Vodafone to run out a new,

services are also prominent in the

as well as saving hundreds of millions

people today, expected to grow to

dedicated IoT network in the UAE

Middle East, with Uber having a large,

of hours wasted in conventional

7.5 million by 2020. At its

supporting several verticals including

if sometimes troubled, presence

transportation. The emirate

completion, the strategic plan calls

connected cars.

and trying to fight off a host of

believes the strategy will help cut

for a total of 109 miles and six lines

carbon emissions and accidents,

local competitors such as Careem.

transportation costs by 44 per cent

to carry 400,000 passengers a day.

A few manufacturers have already

The Dubai-headquartered company

and help reduce environmental

Saudi Transport Minister Abdullah

launched Smarter Cars in the UAE,

which was founded in 2012 is already

pollution by 12 per cent, as well

Al-Muqbil said the project, which

with Ford getting the ball rolling as

competing with Uber in 27 cities in

as increase the efficiency of the

began in 2014, will be completed on

far back as 2011, when it launched

nine Middle Eastern countries, with

transportation sector in Dubai by

schedule in 2018. The project will

the Ford Edge 2011 featuring MyFord

Egypt being its largest market. As

2030. The strategy also aims to

involve a lot of “smart technology”

Touch technology (developed

of June 2016 Careem had 40,000

reduce traffic accidents and losses by

ranging from train monitoring and

in partnership with Microsoft).

drivers and more than two million

12 per cent, the equivalent of saving

control to smart ticketing, smart

MyFord Touch enabled drivers to

registered users and had announced

of US$544 million annually. On top of

lighting, smart acoustics, and free

seamlessly integrate their mobile

plans to invest $250 million in

that, It will save 396 million hours on

Wi-Fi. Lead contractor on the $10

phones and digital media players

regional expansion. The latest Uber-

transportation trips yearly and reduce

bn project Bechtel is leading a

into their cars. Next came the Nissan

type app based firms are providing

the spaces allocated for parking.

consortium including Saudi Arabia’s

Altima 2013 featuring the Nissan

car rentals rather than cars with

Almabani General Contractors,

Connected Infotainment Platform,

drivers.

Consolidated Contractors Co. and

which incorporated features such as

Germany’s Siemens.

Google point-of-interest locations

Because of its government-led drive

in partnership with Dubai’s Road

According to a study carried out
by the World Economic Forum,

and Pandora radio. The Dubai

to become the world’s smartest

Traffic Authority and Dubai Future

Years before its Smart City

International Motor Show 2015 saw the

city, Dubai is the leader of the pack

Foundation, 70 per cent of Dubai’s

initiative got underway, Dubai was

global launch of the Nissan SmartCar

in many respects with Government

residents prefer to use autonomous

implementing important smart

mobile application. Developed in

departments such as the Roads

transportation. Residents expressed

transportation projects starting with

partnership with the UAE’s other

and Transport Authority (RTA) and

a preference for such transportation

its own Metro which was opened

telecoms operator Etisalat, the app

the Dubai Electricity and Water

systems citing the potential for

in 2009 and operates driverless

allows users to gain access to features

Authority (DEWA) at the forefront of

increased productivity and elimination

trains on 75 km of track. Work is

such as remote control of locks, horn,

introducing smart transport initiatives.

of the need for searching out parking

also underway on a four-line metro

headlights, windows and the vehicle’s

The Abu Dhabi Road and Transport

spaces. Launching the strategy,

system in Doha and a new light rail

air conditioning.

Authority is also a pioneer in smart

Dubai ruler Sheikh Mohammed

system in Qatar’s new city of Lusail
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aims to transform 25 per cent of

transport and has been researching

said the goal was to make the

in preparation for the 2022 football

With more and more manufacturers

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)

UAE a global focus for various

world cup.

introducing connected cars to the

since 2010.

sectors, including smart cities, clean
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energy, autonomous transportation,

technology under the climatic

low emissions rates and low sulfur

895 air-conditioned bus shelters

sustainable infrastructure and

environment of Dubai. Through this

content. A total of 650 buses are

distributed over 656 bus stops.

legislation for the future. Stressing

trial the RTA intends to educate

planned to be phased in over the next

that future technology will restructure

the public about autonomous cars

few years.

economies and transform the global

technology. ” He said this is the first

competitiveness balance, he called for

step in implementing the driverless

The buses come equipped with

connected to the emirate’s traffic

proactive efforts to take advantage

mobility strategy launched by Sheikh

eight security cameras monitoring

control centre. All 408 signals were

of the emerging situation. Sheikh

Mohammad.

all activity, student ID readers and

connected using 3G technology

a smart mobile app which monitors

said RTA Director General Mattar

traffic signal in Dubai is now

Mohammed also announced the
launch of Dubai World Autonomous

Driverless taxis may also come to

students’ movements and notifies

Al Tayer. He unveiled a plan for

Transportation Challenge as a global

Dubai in 2017 if Careem’s plans come

parents and guardians of their

constructing a new traffic-control

RFP to encourage the world’s most

to fruition. At the recent GITEX

progress along the bus route.

centre at Al Barsha to cover the

innovative international companies,

show, Careem and partner NEXT

An SMS or e-mail service is also

growing roads network with state-

academic institutions and centres of

Future Transportation unveiled

used to notify parents of their child’s

of-the-art traffic control systems.

research and development to test the

driverless, electric pods. These can

arrival at school.

Al Tayer also revealed a plan to

latest advances in this technology by

move individually or by attaching

providing transportations solutions

themselves to other pods to form a

It’s not only school buses which

smart technologies for monitoring

and scenarios that are realistic and

bus-like structure. The self-driving

are smart but also, thanks to the

traffic movement, such as mobile

tailored for the streets of Dubai.

pods are designed to operate as a

RTA, bus shelters too. The smart

cameras to monitor the traffic flow

expand the use of cameras and

mass transportation system where

air-conditioned shelters offer a

at construction sites and congested

The most recent autonomous vehicle

passengers can be picked up on-

wide range of services to bus riders

areas where live images will be

development was in early September

demand and dropped off at different

including a free Wi-Fi internet

transmitted to traffic control

2016 when the Dubai government

locations, as the pods link and detach

courtesy of du, Nol card selling and

centres. He said the cameras

became one of the first in the world

accordingly. “Our pods are currently

recharging, mobile phone top-ups,

will be integrated with an array

outside of the U.S. to allow driverless

in the R&D phase and within a year

payment of government bills and

of modern technologies such as

vehicle trials. A joint venture between

we will be launching an extensive test

power-charging of mobile phones.

telecommunication systems, solar

RTA and Emaar Properties, the trial

phase in Dubai, with fully-functional

The shelters have screens displaying

power panels, and remote sensors.

run is part of Dubai’s plan to adopt

prototypes being tested in restricted

passenger information and

smart mobility solutions. Built jointly

areas before we roll out this incredible

information about RTA services and

The plan also envisages the use of

by Omnix International and Easy

technology to other markets in the

have interactive and promotional

mobile and virtual messaging signs

Mile, the autonomous vehicle dubbed

region,” said Bassel Al Nahloui, VP of

advertising. Refreshments and

(VMS) to inform road users about

EZ10, is an electric shuttle that can

business development at Careem.

snacks are also on sale at the

traffic conditions, especially during

shelters.

emergencies, or when construction

run in both directions.

Prototype driverless taxi pods and a
variety of services at smart bus stops

An increasing number of Dubai
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On the infrastructure side, every

work is under way on roads,

Running on a 700-metre trial route,

students have been riding to school

A contract covering the construction

impacting traffic movement.

the driverless vehicle provides free

in high-tech, environment-friendly

of 400 air-conditioned bus shelters

These signs are powered by solar

rides to commuters going to and

“smart” school buses equipped with

was awarded to Right Angle Media

panels and fitted with LED lights,

from the metro to the city centre.

CCTV cameras and tracking software.

Company on the basis of public-

which have low power consumption

In the next phase of the trial it is

The buses — the first 50 of which

private-partnership (Design-Build-

rates. Speaking about the new

expected to connect Burj Khalifa,

went into operation in September

Operate-Transfer Model). The

traffic system, he said: “The system

Dubai Mall, Dubai Opera and Souq Al

2015 for the 2015/2016 school year —

project will be complete by the

calculates the volume of traffic

Bahar with several other downtown

each come equipped with eight CCTV

end of 2017, and will bring the total

congestion on main roads and

locations. Mattar Al Tayer, director-

cameras which are monitored by the

number of bus shelters to 1,295.

highways, detects abnormal traffic

general of the Dubai Road and

conductor, school officials and an RTA

Phase II of the Air-Conditioned Bus

patterns such as accidents and

Transport Authority (RTA), said:

operational control centre, as well as

Shelters Project follows the success

vehicle breakdown on roads, and

“This experiment is part of the

on-board Wi-Fi and four TV screens.

of the initial phase of the project,

reveals the congestion generated by

RTA’s plan to test driverless transit

The buses use clean diesel, which has

which covered the construction of

high traffic volumes.”
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He said the system also computes

bin Zayed City by reducing

appears to be the thinking behind the

channels or telephone.

Access is keyless, via a mobile phone,

growing rapidly and is willing to share

the trip times on these roads after

recurring congestion and boosting

launch of two new Uber-style apps

“The smart rental system supports

and there’s free parking at key areas

its valuable data on parking in the

analysing the inputs captured by

safety levels for all road users,

for rentals that allow users to pay

the RTA’s efforts in raising the

of the city where permitted, as well

pool of Dubai data that Smart Dubai

on-site devices such as sensors,

especially at intersections. “This

as they go. This is Cars-as-a-service

ridership of mass transit means,

as free petrol. When finished, the

and du will manage.

mobile traffic surveillance cameras,

innovative system, which enables

(Caas), a concept first developed by

and boosting the integration of

driver simply needs to leave the car

and photo analysis cameras,

traffic signals to provide real-time

Qualcomm. The apps look set to

transportation systems. It helps

at its destination, sometimes in a

Although Elon Musk only brought

which automatically figure out any

response to traffic via an advanced

disrupt the city’s car rental industry.

public transport commuters,

designated parking area, for the next

Tesla to Dubai in 2017, another

abnormality in traffic patterns due to

central-control system, is installed

Both apps allow users to book and

especially metro riders, reach

driver to pick up.

product of his fertile mind is the

accidents or vehicle breakdowns.

in all Mohammed bin Zayed City

pay for cars. Instacar, launched in

their final destinations,” said Mattar
Al Tayer, Director-General of the RTA.

intersections. The system is also

November 2015 by UAE national

A similar intelligent traffic control

linked to advanced CCTV networks

Mohammad Sharaf, offers a day rate

system has been trialled in

and ground sensors deployed in the

of Dh133 for using the car for seven

Mohammed bin Zayed City in Abu

city. It uses an internal simulation

hours or more. Users can pick up and

Hyperloop, an 800 mph (1,220 kph)
“Instacar works through state-of-

train which is suspended via magnetic

the-art seamless integration of web

levitation and blasted through a

With Udrive, which introduced its

services, GPRS and GPS technologies

low-pressure underwater tunnel.

app in March 2016, cars can be

developed here locally in the UAE,”

Musk has encouraged third-party
firms to develop the technology, and
Silicon Valley start-up Hyperloop

According to a study carried
out by the WEF in partnership
with Dubai’s RTA and
Future Foundation, 70 per
cent of Dubai’s residents
prefer to use autonomous
transportation.

One together with the Dubai RTA
and Dubai Future Foundation are
examining the possibilities which
could see the 2.5 hour journey from
Dubai to Fujairah cut to 10 mins and
the 190-mile, six-hour drive from
Abu Dhabi to Doha taking just 22
minutes via Hyperloop. Hyperloop is
one of the partners chosen for the
Dubai Future Accelerators program,
but more than that, in mid-October
2016, it got a major investment of
$50 million from DP World Group
Dubai, one of the world’s largest port
operators. DP’s CEO Sultan Ahmed
Bin Sulayem has taken a seat on the

Dhabi. In its efforts to enhance

system to analyse real-time traffic

drop off cars at any of 30 locations

booked and paid for at a flat day

says Kumar. “The mobile application

Hyperloop board, and the Group

road safety and improve traffic

based on previous data and projected

across Dubai. A customer using the car

rate Dh120. An earlier advertised

provides users with excellent

is exploring the potential to use a

flow, the Department of Transport

traffic volumes at these signals,” said

for less than a day pays according to

rate of 50 fils per minute has been

convenience, security and access,

Hyperloop system to move containers

(DoT) in Abu Dhabi has introduced

Eng. Hamad Adel Al Afeefi, acting

time used, at Dh19 an hour—or that was

put on hold pending regulatory

similar to several up-and-coming

between ships docked at the port of

an intelligent traffic-control system

director of Traffic Management &

the theory but the authorities stepped

approval. “Dubai’s ever-changing

integrated technologies.” He says with

Jebel Ali, located 35 km southwest

at all signalised intersections of

Technology at the Department of

in and new legislation will be required

need for transport solutions, the

all the technology being developed in

of Dubai, to a new inland depot in

Mohammed bin Zayed City. The

Transport.

before cars can be rented by the hour.

transient nature of life and the

the country, the firm is something of a

the city. Praising the potential of the

overriding costs of car ownership

UAE tech success story.

Hyperloop, which plans its first live

project involved installing intelligent
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and integrated traffic/pedestrian

It’s not just each other that car hire

If the legislation has not yet been

make pay-as-you-go car rental a

signals as well as a traffic video-

rivals Uber and Careem have to worry

passed it can’t be far away because

viable alternative,” says Hasib Khan,

Another Dubai-based locally-

Saif al-Aleeli, the CEO of Dubai Future

surveillance system in the 40

about thanks to two new locally-

the Dubai RTA has decided to get

Managing Director of Udrive, which

developed success story is pre-paid

Foundation, said: “Imagine that you

intersections of Mohammed bin

developed car rental apps which

in on the act with its own car rental

has a fleet of 50 Toyota Yarises.

parking app Parkey.com, which allows

can live in Riyadh, work in Dubai,

Zayed City. The first of its kind to be

give people the option of driving

by the hour scheme unveiled during

“For those who don’t want to

its users to reserve parking spots

have your dinner in Abu Dhabi

deployed in the Emirate, the US$20.4

themselves rather than summoning

GITEX 2016. The hourly car rental

commit to ownership or need

ahead of time in key locations across

and watch a movie in Qatar. Dubai

mn traffic-control system is intended

a car with a driver. In an uncertain

system offers cars for rent for up to a

a car every day, Udrive is the

the UAE. Adnan Masood, Parkey.

is trying, as a mission, to prove

to help enhance traffic in Mohammed

economy, why buy a new car? That

maximum of six hours via apps, online

perfect option.”

com’s CEO, says the company is

that concept.”

demonstration sometime next year,
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SMART LIGHTING
in the GCC

In the GCC countries and the Middle

A Smart Street Lighting Project for

along the grid, reduced energy loss

Contour and Cove LED, the biggest

cut costs. A total of 30,810 bulbs

East in general, the main driver of

Riyadh Municipality by Saudi Delta

and energy-advanced maintenance-

Tetra Contour reference in the region,

will be changed to LED fixtures in a

smart lighting was the energy and cost

Group’s Lighting Division involves

optimization tools, Riyadh’s new

and the $2 million Jabal Omar

two-phase project. The project is a

savings of replacing traditional “dirty”

the installation and remote-control

intelligent lighting system attained its

Development, which is the biggest

public-private sector partnership.

halogen and mercury street lamps

monitoring of street lighting. The

main goal, to save money and energy.

LED project in the world, requiring 19

with clean LEDs. The dramatic lighting

contractor is 100% Saudi-owned,

The first phase of the Riyadh project

km of LED cove.

effects and colours made available

a private Saudi entity established

ended with savings of more than 20%

by LED fixtures has also been an

in 1999. The Smart Street Lighting

of the initial consumed energy. As of

The new GE Innovation Center in

Dhabi to replace all of the current

attraction. But now, and particularly in

Project for the Riyadh Municipality

mid-2016 about 25.000 street lighting

Dhahran Techno-Valley in the Eastern

conventional street lights with LEDs

Dubai as it races to become the world’s

by Romanian firm Intelilight is

fixtures had been installed with the

Province focuses on co-creating local

over the next two decades. This will

smartest city, the focus is starting to

possibly the same project as the

aim being to replace every streetlight

solutions with customers, universities

result in cost savings of Dh3 billion

change to all the value-added smart

Saudi Delta Group one—but neither

in the city.

and industry organizations to address

($820 million) according to Martin

city and smart buildings services

company mentions the other. SDG

the Kingdom’s priorities in driving

Valentine, a lighting expert at the

which can be make available via LED

talks of using European technology

General Electric (GE) has been

cleaner and more efficient energy

Municipality of Abu Dhabi City.

fixtures, sensors and networks.

and Intelilight of a local partner. A

involved in a number of smart lighting

solutions, as well as sustainable and

“We’ve calculated that it will take

case study of the project explains it

projects in Saudi Arabia and in

affordable healthcare solutions. The

Dh267 million a year to operate and

as follows:

Riyadh itself. Most of these involve

GE Lighting project at the Center

maintain our existing street lights.

Despite the Smart Dubai office
coordinating the emirate’s drive to

UAE’s capital and largest emirate Abu

either new, energy-efficient lighting

utilized innovative GE LED solutions

Retrofitting them with LED fixtures

become the world’s smartest city,

“The pilot project was deployed in

systems for new developments or

for office lighting, cove lighting,

will reduce the average annual

smart-lighting initiatives in Dubai and

December 2011 and it successfully

replacing existing energy-hungry

backlighting, façade and roadway

spending to Dh44 million,” he said.

the rest of the UAE have been more

demonstrated the system’s features.

lights with LEDs. The company also

lighting.

scattershot than coordinated. As

The project was deployed starting in

has a travelling road show which goes

they have in Riyadh and the rest of

June 2012, and today includes more

around the country demonstrating

At the UAE level, street lights

of the seven emirates comprising the

Saudi Arabia. But that is starting to

than 25,000 controllers and 206

the latest lighting technology to

covering the 710km of federal roads

UAE, Sharjah, announced in January

change, and the more smart lighting

RTUs. Also, all the poles have open-

developers, contractors and local

linking the six emirates are to be

2016 more than 100,000 conventional

is installed, the more co-ordinated the

door sensors, as this was one of the

officials. Both indoor and outdoor

switched to LED, which the Ministry

yellow sodium street lights will be

process will become.

customizations performed at the

solutions are on display. Projects

of Infrastructure Development

changed to LED in a phased project

client’s specific request.”

GE has been involved with recently

announced in April 2016. The reasons

lasting five years. The Sharjah

include: The King Abdullah Financial

for the switch are to save energy,

Electricity and Water Authority

A project which commenced in
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There are long-term plans in the

The government of the third largest

Riyadh back in 2011 and which is still

Besides the accurate real-time

District (KAFD) project in Riyadh

prolong the lifetimes of bulbs, reduce

(SEWA) also cited reducing electricity

in progress today is a case in point.

feedback of any change occurring

which utilized 2.8 kilometers of Tetra

carbon emissions and considerably

consumption and maintenance costs
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and the environmental impact as

and data on the surrounding

and hugely faster than Wi-Fi. With

being the drivers behind the project,

environment, such as pollution and

visible light, Li-Fi is able to transmit

along with a better night-time

weather conditions, or even to relay

information at seriously high speeds.

driving experience and a reduction in

CCTV, advertising messages and

Using a photo-detector, light signals

accidents. Stadiums and buildings in

safety warnings.

are received, and then converted

urban areas are also being fitted with

into ‘streamable’ content. All of this

LEDs as Sharjah strives to become

Within a few months 8,000 traditional

is naked to the human eye. LED light

the City of Conservation.

light fixtures had been switched to

bulbs, or in this case streetlamps,

LED, and the target for the end of

can be potentially converted into

In October 2015, The Dubai Silicon

2016 is 10,000. DSOA will develop an

a wireless router just by adding a

Oasis Authority (DSOA) free trade

energy management centre to better

zone complex, which is at the

Dr. Aisha Bin Bishr, Director
General of the Smart Dubai Office

Q

: What has the Smart Dubai

Dubai Data Law governing open and

Initiative achieved so far and

shared data for the public and private

small microchip. The latest crop of

what are the priorities moving

sector. It is the most comprehensive

implement energy management

smartphones is Li-Fi enabled, and

forward?

forefront of various smart-city

practices and step-up efficiency to

can connect through the use of

initiatives, became the first area in

ensure a cumulative power saving

their camera sensors. Older models

A

and ambitious data initiative in the

the UAE to introduce a smart street-

greater than 28% by the end of 2016.

and non-Li-Fi enabled products

lighting network.

will have to use a dongle until Li-Fi

: Since the Smart Dubai initiative

world today. All open city data will

was announced in March 2014, we

be shared on the Dubai Data Portal,

have been working diligently with our

which will be supported by the

partners across the city to prepare the

Smart Dubai Platform, an ambitious

foundation for a sustainable smart city

project that we are implementing

DSOA is also introducing a test bed

connectivity comes pre-equipped

Using motion sensors provided

for a Light Fidelity (Li-Fi) network

in devices.

transformation that prioritizes people’s

in partnership with our strategic

by mobile operator du the smart

with local company Zero 1 working

happiness in everything we do, and is

platform partner, du. And just this

street lights operate at 25% power

with mobile operator du and now

Hundreds of thousands of light

a benchmark to city transformation

month, we announced the Dubai

until triggered to full power by the

rolling it out with the switch on

bulbs are changing to LED fixtures

for the emerging world. We have a

Blockchain Strategy in partnership

approach of vehicles and pedestrians,

planned for the end of 2016. If

across the UAE. The drive is to save

mandate to make Dubai the happiest

with Dubai Future Foundation.

thus reducing energy consumption,

successful it will be expanded to the

energy, prolong the lifetimes of bulbs,

cost and carbon footprint while

rest of the Emirate, making Dubai

reduce carbon emissions, cut costs,

prolonging the life of the bulbs. Extra

the first city in the world to have it.

and increasingly adding smart-city

sensors can be added to the street

Li-Fi is transmitted via LED street

features such as remote sensor

lights to collect and share information

lights, and is considerably cheaper

monitoring.

Success factor: Clear Governance—Riyadh Smart City Master Plan
Riyadh is not a smart city in the sense Dubai is although it has many smart city components in place. Until now there
has been no central driving vision and no overall coordination of the different smart projects. The single major challenge faced
by Riyadh’s smart-city initiative is how to bring various individual projects and verticals into a common policy and technical
framework.
However the Mayor of Riyadh, Ibrahim Al-Sultan, is determined to bring central coordination to the numerous smart
projects. The ArRiyadh Development Authority (ADA), the executive arm of the High Commission for Riyadh Development
(HCRD), is working on a common vision and plan to make the city smarter.
In 2015 ADA defined smart city in the following way: “A Smart City is one in which the structures and processes of
the various urban systems are made clear, simple, responsive and integrated through contemporary technologies and design.
(…) Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is the key enabler of a smart city, used not only for City systems’
interoperability but also as a communicating medium, transmitting real-time data on a city’s status by way of sensors applied
within real-world infrastructure as well as data about the behavior and needs of the people living in the City.”
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city on Earth.
Our journey began with an

better experiences in the city — and

In the very near future, we will

to expand this framework to the

be announcing the next stage of

extensive exercise to understand the

private sector so that all residents,

our transformative roadmap, which

current state of smart technology

business owners, city leaders and

will build on the successes that the

in our city. Dubai has been leading

even tourists can benefit.

initiative has experienced so far, and

technology innovation in the

To do this, we are working with a

government for over a decade, so we

growing network of strategic partners

were unsurprised to find our public

from the public and private sector to

sector partners already had several

prioritize and implement the most

hundred existing smart services

impactful smart services and initiatives

guide our city towards a smart vision
for 2021.

Q

: His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed Bin Rashid

Maktoum, Ruler of Dubai and Prime

and initiatives that were improving

to improve efficiency, seamlessness,

experiences and increasing efficiency

and safety in our city, contributing

Minister of the UAE, has set very high

in the government.

to more impactful business and life

expectations for Dubai to become

experiences for everyone.

“the smartest city in the world by

In fact, Smart Dubai Government,
an establishment within the Smart

As the Smart Dubai Office, we

Dubai Office, has saved the Dubai

are leading four key initiatives to

Government 4.3 billion AED over

unify and enable the city to achieve

the past 13 years, through shared

our vision. This May, we announced

2017.” Are we on schedule to achieve
this goal?

A

: The Smart Dubai initiative
was established with a mandate

infrastructure and shared smart

the Happiness Agenda to guide

services support for 50 government

our city to prioritizing happiness in

efficient and impactful experiences

entities. Today, the Dubai Government

its smart transformation through

across all city dimensions: economy,

is saving 5.6 AED for every 1 dirham

a globally unique, science-based

living, governance, environment,

spent by SDG.

and methodical approach. While

mobility, and people. To do this, we

Our goal is to continue to

to empower more seamless, safe,

happiness is the vision that guides our

had a mandate to deliver 100 smart

increase the efficiency of our

smart transformation, data is at the

services and 1000 smart initiatives

government services to create even

heart. A year ago, we announced the

by 2017, working with 11 founding
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Thanks to the hard work of the data
champions, we will be opening
Dubai’s data for the first time in 2017.

Interview: Aisha Bin Bishr continued...

strategic partners from 9 government
entities and two smart districts.
Since then, we have not only
achieved these targets — we have
surpassed them. Today, Smart

“Thanks to the hard work of 150

Dubai is working with more than 25

value from data for the city,

strategic partners who are delivering

opening Dubai’s data for the first time

individuals, and business owners alike.

hundreds of smart initiatives and

in early 2017.”

over 1000 smart services that are
improving experiences in the city
today. Earlier this month, during

Q

: We witnessed a major effort
recently to research and

Q

: We have seen more recently
a new emphasis on adopting

blockchain technology such a

Jay Srage, Senior Vice President and President,
Qualcomm International, Inc. for Middle East,
Africa and Eastern Europe

Q

Q

: Qualcomm is known for

: A big challenge in smart cities

designing chipsets for

is fragmentation. Projects come

develop a new Open Data Law for

bitcoin for smart cities. Could you

working with 55 partners from across

Dubai. Now, with the law in place,

explain why blockchain, and what

become interested in smart cities and

cities prioritize different issues. Is

the city to demonstrate more than

are Dubai’s start-up communities

applications Smart Dubai envisions?

how does it reflect in this region?

it possible to create a unifying

300 of these services.

already benefiting from the open

GITEX 2016, we had the privilege of

smartphones. How did the company

A

Internet with simple, safe and secure

positioned with our scale and

the Dubai Data Establishment, has

transactions. Blockchain technology is

expertise in mobile and connectivity

achieved significant progress in the

already generating value, with $1.1 bn

to deliver the technologies needed

one year since the Dubai Data Law

invested in 2015 alone, and 600 new

in emerging markets, including IoT.

of ensuring city infrastructure is

was announced.

companies who are actively working

As we began to look beyond the

interoperable across departments

on Blockchain.

mobile device market, we realized

and provides multipurpose, secure,

our expertise in developing solutions

intelligent connectivity. We help to

A

: The Dubai Data initiative, led
by Younus Al Nasser, CEO of

In that time, the Dubai
Data Establishment has led the

: Blockchain technology is
a new, powerful tool that is

already shaping the future of the

The Dubai Blockchain strategy

: At Qualcomm, inventing

approach to smart cities given the

technologies that transform the

enormous diversity of priorities and

is built on the three pillars of

for power-constrained devices had

: How much 0f the Smart Dubai

standards that articulate the Dubai

government efficiency, industry

many applications in the smart cities

Office’s vision will be achieved

Data Law, with a focus on delivering

creation and international leadership.

and Industrial IoT space. We have

through public investment, how

the maximum benefits from data for

By 2020, we aim to achieve 100%

been able to utilize our portfolio

much through private investment,

the city. Our goal is not to create the

government participation on the

of intelligent connectivity and

and what is the role of PPPs?

most data, but to unlock the greatest

blockchain — saving the city 25

processing solutions to reimagine

value from data.

million productive hours each year,

and repurpose the role of existing

and over 115 Metric Tons of carbon

infrastructure in today’s cities,

A

: Collaboration and unity are
the foundations of Smart Dubai.

Over the past several months,

Unlike other smart city projects

a team of more than 150 data

emissions, just on paper processing

enabling operational savings,

across the globe, Dubai is looking to

champions from entities throughout

alone.

better resource management and

transform the whole city — not just

the city have been working diligently

one district or industry. It would be

with the Dubai Data Establishment to

thousands of new business

devices to multi-purpose devices for

impossible to accomplish such an

catalogue, classify and prioritize the

opportunities with the technology.

efficiency.

ambitious transformation working

most impactful city data sets to open

And, through the Global Blockchain

Ultimately Smart Cities will be

alone or in silos. So a very important

in the near future.

Council, which was founded in Dubai

built upon a 5G platform infrastructure,

earlier this year, we will also be

which will be the enabler for many

part of what Smart Dubai is doing

And opening data is only the

We will also aim to spark

arrangements across the world?

world is in our DNA. We are uniquely

development of 21 policies and

Q

one city at a time and different

A

data framework?
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local knowledge base for unleashing

data champions in the city, we will be

INTERVIEW

transitioning from single-purpose

is to unify partners from different

beginning. With a mandate to spark

creating an international network.

verticals. A lot of work is going on

government entities, and from the

a new data economy for the city,

Dubai will be the first city to lead

right now to ensure all parties are

private sector, to get everyone

supported by data science, the

an implementation of Blockchain

aligned and the necessary elements

working together towards the same

Dubai Data Establishment is also

technology that will go beyond

are in place to enable an efficient

goal. No one entity can make the

currently developing programming

financial transactions to unlocking

and effective 5G deployment and the

city smart: we need to leverage the

in partnership with academic and

opportunities and enriching

delivery of commercial services to end-

expertise of everyone.

private-sector partners to develop a

experiences in all city dimensions.

users by 2020.

A

: Yes it is possible. Qualcomm
works with cities to help

them understand the importance

5G will enable
the collection
and monitoring
of massive
amounts of data
from low-power
sensors as well
as real-time
monitoring of
mission-critical
devices within
a city.

ensure this by being a proponent
of open wireless standards, such as
Wi-Fi, 3G and 4G LTE, as opposed to
proprietary networks which would
limit the compatibility of devices
and further cause fragmentation.
This holds true as we are working to
accelerate the industry toward 5G,
which will enable the collection and
monitoring of massive amounts of
data from low-power sensors as well
as real-time monitoring of missioncritical devices within a city. We
approach smart cities and Industrial
IoT with three key principles:
Interoperability allowing data to
flow freely across various technologies
within city functions such as lighting,
transportation and infrastructure –
enabling intelligent communication,
while maintaining security protocols.
Processing at the Edge, putting
more processing power and
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intelligence where data is transferred

the core technologies enabling the

connected car industry is an area

and received—enabling information to

features of LinkNYC, including Gigabit

of expected growth. Qualcomm’s

be more intuitive and dynamic.

Wi-Fi, E911 access, and Fast USB

heritage and expertise in wireless

device charging (Quick Charge 2.0),

technologies, computing at the edge,

are designed with the ability to

as well as power the tablet and digital

and wireless electric vehicle charging

scale, meaning entire cities can be

ad displays with our Qualcomm®

are what set us apart and will usher in

seamlessly connected no matter their

Snapdragon™ processors.

the next era of automobiles. We have

Scalability: our solutions

needs now or in the future. Dubai

url: www.techpolis.com
e-mail: ricardo.tavares@techpolis.com
tel: +1 858 945 6390

a long history of partnering with the

About TechPolis

has taken a spearheading role in this

we will be replacing at least 7,500 old

auto industry bringing the latest mobile

space and we are happy to see that

payphones in New York City. Today

innovations into the car and are

Smart Dubai is ensuring these three

we have over 600,000 registered

perfectly positioned as the industry

principles are met through its Dubai

users signed up for LinkNYC, and

shifts to create connected vehicles

Data Platform and smart-city strategy.

with units currently installed across

that are intelligent, more autonomous,

“5G will enable the collection and

various boroughs we are starting to

cleaner, electric and safer. In the

monitoring of massive amounts of

fulfill our goal of bridging the digital

Middle East we have been working

data from low-power sensors, as well

divide. Additionally, the digital

with key stakeholders to lay the

as real-time monitoring of mission-

advertising on the “links” is expected

foundation for this autonomous

critical devices within a city.”

to generate $500 mn for the city

vehicles future, starting with the basic

Who we are

of New York over the course of the

element of connectivity.

TechPolis provides international consulting services to

Q
A

the leading players in the mobile technologies sector.

Q

: Qualcomm was a key partner

contract. It’s amazing to think of the

recently in a new venture in New

scale of this project and its ability to

TechPolis, Inc.
This white paper was researched, written, edited and
designed by TechPolis Inc for Qualcomm Inc.

: What’s Qualcomm

We help them navigate ever-evolving policy challenges.

York City to transform old phone

help bridge the digital divide. It’s also

booths into kiosks for broadband

a great example of how one city is

access to city information. What

reimagining its infrastructure.

business model drove that project

Since the deployment of LinkNYC we

and how successful has it been so

have gained a lot of visibility from

behind the standardization of 5G

far? Is Qualcomm likely to replicate it

cities, and wireless carriers around the

technology. Just like we went

in the Middle East?

world are looking to deploy similar

through with 3G and 4G, the same

: LinkNYC is a ground-breaking

city-scale connectivity solutions. We

standardization process will be

and innovative initiative bringing

have been approached by different

applied to 5G. Our involvement

free of charge the fastest-available

parties in this region to support

with this is quite active and we are

municipal Wi-Fi and access to city

similar concepts.

working with the industry to drive the

Where We Work

best technology forward to kick off

We decided early on that our competitive advantage

: Qualcomm is placing a big bet

this evolution. We want to bring the

would come from focusing on emerging markets. In the

on autonomous vehicles, why

perspective of scale, because now we

intervening years these have grown to become central

are going to have billions of devices

to the mobile industry and our work has expanded

: Qualcomm mobile and wireless

attached to the network. Security is

globally. Our greatest experience is concentrated in the

technologies connect the world

a big issue because once you have all

following regions:

A

services to the millions of residents
of, and visitors to, NYC. In order to
create such a compelling proposal
for NYC to replace its payphones,
we realized we did not have all the
expertise needed to deploy this
type of solution. That is why we are

Q
A

and how?

contribution to 5G?

This includes guiding innovation policies, government

: 5G will provide the underlying

relations, and industry alliances. We combine a

infrastructure for Smart Cities

deep understanding of political and governmental

and IoT. 3GPP is the driving force

structures with detailed, ongoing monitoring of market
developments and state-of-the-art knowledge of
technology innovation. This combination offers
unique consulting capabilities you simply won’t find
anywhere else.

and make it smarter, which means

of these devices connected, there is a

Middle East & North Africa

Latin America

proud to be a part of the CityBridge

we know what it takes to connect

higher chance of breaches, and that’s

South & Central Asia

Southeast Asia

joint-venture with Civiq Smartscapes

the car to a mobile device, smart

where we need to make sure the

and Intersection. Each participating

home or city infrastructure. The

security platform is strong. All of this

company brings a unique expertise

smart connected car plays an integral

is the driving force behind defining

to this project, and together we have

role in the vision for a connected

what the technology can do. First we

been able to create the best solution

life and the Internet of Things. As

want to define the platform we want

for NYC.

wireless connectivity expands

to implement, and 3GPP is the best

beyond smartphone and tablets, the

avenue to drive that standardization.

Qualcomm’s role is to provide
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Over the course of this project

Contact

Follow us
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